Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In addition to the destruction and devastation caused by the War on Terror and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, they have been estimated to have cost the U.S. \$5.9 trillion.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} This money could conceivably have been used instead to reduce significantly the deaths from preventable diseases globally, potentially saving millions of lives. Does this mean that these wars were wrong, independent of the other reasons for and against them? More generally, if the resources used to wage war could be spent elsewhere and save more lives, does this mean that war is impermissible?

In large part, this issue has been ignored by pacifists and Just War Theorists. Pacifists focus on the critique of war and, in doing so, largely overlook that the resources spent on war could potentially be put to better use.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} Similarly, Just War Theorists, for the most part, do not consider opportunity costs. Of those that do consider them, some have claimed that they are outside the domain of Just War Theory.[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} A handful of Just War Theorists have recently repudiated these claims, persuasively arguing that Just War Theory should consider opportunity costs.[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} As I discuss below, these accounts, however, tend to underplay the significance of the objection to war that arises from considering opportunity costs. Crucially, they also do not tackle head-on the central issue: do opportunity costs render war impermissible and so lead us to pacifism?

In what follows, I consider whether they do. I explore what I call 'Opportunity Costs Pacifism', which holds that opportunity costs render all wars impermissible. I first outline the objection to war provided by opportunity costs and how it relates both to the other central criticisms of war presented by pacifism and to Opportunity Costs Pacifism. I then consider the accounts of opportunity costs offered in Just War Theory, before turning to two responses to Opportunity Costs Pacifism, which I argue fail. I go on to argue that there is a more plausible response to Opportunity Costs Pacifism, but that this applies only in highly nonideal circumstances. This has, I conclude, major implications for Just War Theory and pacifism: it is only at the highly nonideal level that war can be potentially permissible.

Two clarifications are necessary. First, Opportunity Costs Pacifism is concerned with *war*, defined as violent armed conflict involving at least 1,000 battlefield deaths.[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} It does not *necessarily* hold that the use of force short of war is impermissible. Several of the arguments in favour of Opportunity Costs Pacifism may also apply to the use of force short of war, but making the case against the use of force short of war is beyond the scope of this article, given the variety of measures that this encompasses (e.g. drone strikes, assassinations, and no-fly zones).

Second, for reasons of space, I focus on international threats rather than purely domestic ones. By 'international threats', I mean threats posed to the state by another entity from beyond its borders or threats posed to others beyond its borders. This means that Opportunity Costs Pacifism is focused on claiming that international wars are wrong. It does not claim that civil wars are impermissible. Again, it might be extended to this, but this is also beyond the scope of this article, given that civil wars raise additional ethical issues to international wars, such about the rights of non-state actors to wage war and the tactics guerrillas may permissibly adopt.[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"}

Opportunity Costs Pacifism {#Sec2}
==========================

To start with, it helps to distinguish between the *objection* to war from opportunity costs -- what we can call the 'Opportunity Costs Objection' -- and *the form of pacifism* -- Opportunity Costs Pacifism. The Opportunity Costs Objection holds, in short, that war is highly problematic because the resources spent on it could be better spent elsewhere, such as by tackling other crises. Opportunity Costs Pacifism holds that the Opportunity Costs Objection is so serious that it takes us to pacifism. In this section, I will first explicate the Opportunity Costs Objection before considering how it may lead to Opportunity Costs Pacifism.

A. The Opportunity Costs Objection {#Sec3}
----------------------------------

There are two central elements to the Opportunity Costs Objection. The first compares *threats*. This is assessed according to what I call below 'threat-specific considerations' -- the morally relevant features of the threats. Rather than simply assuming that wars tend to tackle the worst situations, we should, the objection runs, look to the magnitude of the threat at stake, judged in terms of the likely impact on individuals' basic interests. When we do so, the objection continues, there is a huge difference in the magnitude of the threat between war and the other situations that might be tackled instead. Most significantly, communicable and non-communicable diseases threaten far more individuals than the sorts of threats that war might be thought permissible in response to -- i.e. terrorism, mass atrocities, and national and collective self-defence. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the main cause of death globally is ischaemic heart disease (16.6% of all deaths), followed by stroke (10.2%), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (5.3%), and lower respiratory infections (5.2%).[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, many of these deaths are caused by easily preventable diseases, such as measles (which can be relatively cheaply vaccinated against) and malaria (which mosquito nets can prevent).[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"} Violence only amounts to 2.6% of the annual global death toll. According to the Opportunity Costs Objection, then, if international actors such as states are to take seriously the need to focus on the threats of the largest magnitudes, prioritising violent conflicts is unlikely to be permissible.

The second element of the Opportunity Costs Objection concerns the *justifiability of the measure compared to other measures*. This is assessed according to what I call below 'measure-specific considerations' -- the morally relevant features of the measure to be adopted. This is a factor, most clearly, of the effectiveness of the response. The Opportunity Costs Objection here is straightforward: many violent conflicts are intractable and military action will often achieve at best only relatively small improvements compared to other forms of action. For instance, even if war saves thousands of lives, this pales into insignificance compared to the millions of lives that could be saved by health interventions. Indeed, the objection runs, notable health interventions with regard to diarrhoea, malaria, smallpox, and other forms of immunisation have *each* saved more lives than if world peace had been secured, with at least 2.5 million deaths per year for each of these four interventions.[9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, the objection continues, states should look to where other actors are *not* acting.[10](#Fn10){ref-type="fn"} They can expect that many states will focus on the intentional violations of basic human rights, given the visceral reaction to them. There is the opportunity to have greater impact where the threat is still serious but receives relatively far less attention, particularly where the victims are underprivileged. This might range from threats to mental health in developing countries to antimicrobial resistance for diseases such as tuberculosis.[11](#Fn11){ref-type="fn"}

It may seem, though, that it is more important to tackle violence in order to promote stability and order, and therefore to reduce poverty and disease in the long term. Indeed, tackling mass atrocities may sometimes play an important role in addressing other issues, such as gender inequality and global poverty, to the extent that security is necessary for development. However, this does not necessarily undermine the Opportunity Costs Objection. This is because poverty can also lead to conflict and so the best way of preventing violence may often be to tackle non-violent harms.[12](#Fn12){ref-type="fn"} In addition, communicable and non-communicable diseases kill in many stable states and, as noted above, success in tackling conflicts is extremely difficult and so it may be better to tackle the cases where there is no conflict. Furthermore, even if one still holds that addressing violence should be prioritised, this does not mean that violence *against others* should be the focus. The biggest violent killer is self-harm (793,000 deaths in 2016).[13](#Fn13){ref-type="fn"} This might mean that far more lives could be saved by investing in global mental health than by any other response to violence. Important here is that there is a sizable global 'treatment gap'; more than 75% of those identified with serious anxiety, mood, impulse control, or substance use disorders in low and middle-income countries receive no care at all, with the treatment gap for schizophrenia and other psychoses in sub-Saharan Africa exceeding 90%.[14](#Fn14){ref-type="fn"} Even if one still holds that violence against others should be prioritised, interpersonal violence is a far larger killer than what the WHO calls 'collective violence and international intervention' -- the sorts of situations that war is typically launched in response to (477,000 deaths compared to 184,000 deaths in 2016).[15](#Fn15){ref-type="fn"} It follows that, on the Opportunity Costs Objection, there should be much greater investment in domestic disarmament, in improving gender equality and campaigns against domestic violence, and in ensuring proper accountability for interpersonal violence.

To be sure, the Opportunity Costs Objection is not necessarily consequentialist. In what I think is its most plausible form, it includes deontological considerations in the assessment of the measures (i.e. as 'measure-specific considerations') and these also point to avoiding war. Most clearly, violent responses to violence will often *do* harm to innocents. This falls foul of the Doctrine of Doing and Allowing in moral philosophy, whereby it is widely held that it is worse to *do* harm than it is to *allow* it.[16](#Fn16){ref-type="fn"} By contrast, non-violent interventions, particularly in global health, can be highly successful and *do* far less harm. To that extent, the Opportunity Costs Objection concerns *negative* duties not to harm. That is, other threats should be tackled to avoid doing harm.

In addition, and perhaps more obviously, the Opportunity Costs Objection concerns *positive* duties to assist. That is, other threats should be tackled to help save more lives. It is worth noting here that virtually all mainstream accounts of international ethics, including those of renowned non-cosmopolitans, accept that states have positive, humanitarian duties beyond their borders.[17](#Fn17){ref-type="fn"} Yet, few (if any) states currently fulfil these duties sufficiently. For instance, very few meet the very low target of giving 0.7% of their GDP to foreign aid; some of those that do, such as the UK, direct this aid politically, rather than directing it to those most in need.[18](#Fn18){ref-type="fn"} It follows that it is unlikely that states could invoke having done enough already to fulfil their humanitarian duties in order to overcome the Opportunity Costs Objection.

Nor does it seem that states could plausibly claim that they have tackled all threats and so avoid the Opportunity Costs Objection. The objection is likely to continue to arise because those beyond the state's borders are almost always at *some* risk of peril. This is because, for the foreseeable future, there will be risks of varying degrees, which cannot be fully eradicated. This is because, more straightforwardly, it seems likely that the resources that publics are willing to support spending on international matters will continue to be limited and so governments will need to prioritise which goals they pursue. It is also because, more fundamentally, the opportunity costs at stake are best understood not as concerning actual harms, but rather threats with varying probabilities of materialising as harm. Some threats of harm will be highly probable, such as climate change-induced global poverty, but others far less so, but still very serious, such as existential risks to the whole of humanity (e.g. a nuclear annihilation and a super-volcanic eruption). It is not possible for states to tackle fully all risks, so that everyone is *fully* protected. They are always going to be subject to *some* existential risk of harm, however small. To that extent, opportunity costs are ubiquitous.

B. Opportunity Costs Pacifism {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

Having outlined the Opportunity Costs Objection, let's now turn to Opportunity Costs Pacifism. This holds that the Opportunity Costs Objection is so serious that wars are impermissible. The reasoning is this: given how poorly wars are likely to fare once opportunity costs are taken into account, pacifism -- and, specifically, Opportunity Costs Pacifism -- seems to be the correct view. States should ideally use their resources on non-military measures to tackle the most serious threats. So many die from preventable diseases and in other situations that spending resources on wars that save only a few and *do* harm is frivolous. It is hard, the reasoning goes, to identify a *feasible* war, particularly on a large scale, that could be permissible once opportunity costs have been taken into account. It would most likely have to save hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of lives. There does not currently seem to be a threat of sufficient seriousness that war could potentially address and, even if there were, it is unlikely that war would be sufficiently efficacious. After all, World War II -- the standard example used against pacifism -- was over 70 years ago and it is very unlikely that there will be a similar threat that could be tackled soon. Thus, the argument runs, it seems that the Opportunity Costs Objection takes us to Opportunity Costs Pacifism.

To understand this claim further, it helps to consider how Opportunity Costs Pacifism relates to pacifism and to other pacifist critiques. Although pacifists share a general opposition to war, they vary in how strong this opposition is. On the one hand, on what we can call '*soft* pacifism', the rejection of war is weaker. On this view, militarism is problematic and war is generally wrong and should be avoided, yet occasional wars can still be permissible.[19](#Fn19){ref-type="fn"} By contrast, on what we can call '*hard* pacifism', the rejection of war is more robust. There are no exceptions -- war is impermissible.

One type of hard pacifism is *absolute* pacifism: all wars are *always* impermissible. Another type of hard pacifism is *contingent* (hard) pacifism: all wars are *currently* impermissible -- and will be so for the foreseeable future. On this view, as John Rawls notes, "the possibility of a just war is conceded but not under present circumstances".[20](#Fn20){ref-type="fn"} Applying this to opportunity costs, (hard) contingent Opportunity Costs Pacifism holds that it is conceivable that war might be permissible because of the opportunity costs, but this is not reasonably foreseeable in current circumstances or in the near future. It does not claim, though, that war will always be impermissible. There might be circumstances in the past where war was permissible or far into the future where war is permissible (or even in the near future, but not currently reasonably foreseeable). To that extent, it is still somewhat tentative.

This (hard) contingent pacifism is the form of Opportunity Costs Pacifism that I will focus on. This is because, first, it is unclear whether the soft rejection of war is any different to dovish forms of Just War Theory. As such, what is most interesting and significant about pacifism -- the outright rejection of war as a policy option -- is not present. Second, (hard) *absolute* pacifism seems too vehement. It seems plausible that wars in the past were permissible (e.g. World War II) and it is at least conceivable that, in the distant future, there might be an international system where war is the best option, such as if cheap technology allows for highly precise targeting of only those who are fully culpable, with no collateral damage.

The two central reasons in favour of pacifism highlighted by pacifists concern the (1) instrumentalist and (2) the deontological critique of war.[21](#Fn21){ref-type="fn"} The instrumentalist claim is that, by killing non-combatants, destroying infrastructure, harming international order, and promoting violence, wars have huge negative consequences.[22](#Fn22){ref-type="fn"} The benefits that war might bring, such as in terms of saving lives with humanitarian intervention or defending sovereignty, do not outweigh these harms. The deontological critique is that wars *do* harm in that they involve killing soldiers and civilians, and thereby fall foul of the Doctrine of Doing and Allowing in moral philosophy, which is sometimes framed by pacifists in terms of the difference between *killing* and *letting die*.[23](#Fn23){ref-type="fn"}

In addition to these central pacifist arguments, which rely on the critique of war, there is an oft-overlooked, third central reason in favour of pacifism. This is a *positive* reason in favour of the alternatives to war, such as targeted sanctions, diplomatic measures, positive incentives, criminal tribunals, humanitarian assistance, and accepting refugees. These options are often more effective than appreciated and have other reasons in their favour. For instance, certain diplomatic measures (e.g. naming and shaming) can contribute to morally important global norms and other measures, such as economic sanctions and arms embargoes, can distribute costs more fairly.[24](#Fn24){ref-type="fn"} In short, then, war is wrong because (3) the alternatives are typically better.

However, it might be replied that these three points do not lead to pacifism on their own. For instance, it might be claimed (to be clear, I take no stance) that, when judged in isolation, certain recent wars were all-things-considered permissible, such as the First Gulf War in 1991 and the humanitarian intervention in Kosovo in 1999, to the extent that they brought about good consequences and there were not any clear feasible alternatives. In addition, it seems that the deontological critique of war appears to be sometimes over-egged, since the difference between *doing* and *allowing* harm is not absolute. As such, even if wars *do* some harm, they can still sometimes be permissible.[25](#Fn25){ref-type="fn"}

This is where the Opportunity Costs Objection comes in. It adds a fourth central reason in favour of pacifism that pacifists can draw upon, in addition to the critique of war for (1) instrumental and (2) deontological reasons, and (3) the reasons in favour of the alternative measures to address the threat at hand. It concerns the reasons to address (4) *other threats*. This might be thought to take us to pacifism, even in cases such as the First Gulf War and Kosovo. Some might hold that the Opportunity Costs Objection is, on its own, *sufficient* to lead to pacifism. This would be a pure form of Opportunity Costs Pacifism. Yet it seems more plausible that the Opportunity Costs Objection plays a central role *in tipping the balance* in favour of pacifism, together with the other three central reasons. This is a more mixed form of pacifism, but it can still be viewed as Opportunity Costs Pacifism given the central role played by opportunity costs.

Opportunity Costs and Just War Theory {#Sec5}
=====================================

Having outlined Opportunity Costs Pacifism, let's now consider how opportunity costs have been viewed in relation to the ethics of war. As noted at the start, Just War Theorists have largely overlooked opportunity costs, with their predominant focus on the permissibility of responding to one particular threat, but some philosophers have recently highlighted that Just War Theory should take seriously opportunity costs. It is worth considering these claims because, on the one hand, they repudiate some potential replies to the Opportunity Costs Objection. On the other, they appear to underestimate the seriousness of the Opportunity Costs Objection and examining why highlights a further reason in favour of Opportunity Costs Pacifism.

In his brief discussion of the issue, Victor Tadros argues that the possibility of using the war chest to fulfil humanitarian duties "provides a powerful reason to think that it is typically wrong to engage in humanitarian wars. The state should rather spend its resources preventing and curing illness and disease, for example by providing mosquito nets, clean water or access to essential medicines. Doing these things saves a great number of people from death and serious illness, killing almost no one.[26](#Fn26){ref-type="fn"}"For Tadros, humanitarian intervention can be wrongful on an 'internal' basis, when others have legitimate claims on the resources used to pursue them, in addition to external reasons why intervention might be wrongful, such as the potential for them to harm civilians.

In a similar vein, Kieran Oberman argues that "since states that wage war could alleviate poverty instead, poverty can render war unjust".[27](#Fn27){ref-type="fn"} According to Oberman, this is when, first, war would be disproportionate because of its opportunity costs. Second, Oberman argues that opportunity costs can render war wrongful when there is a better means of achieving the same end -- the 'just ends' of war (I will consider this further below). In large part, Oberman focuses on the issue of whether poverty can make wars of humanitarian intervention impermissible, but also notes that this reasoning might apply to other causes, such as climate change and wars of self-defence.

One response to this claim is that humanitarian intervention is permissible because it tackles intentional killing, whereas poverty is largely unintentional. However, as Peter Singer helpfully argues, there are not adequate grounds for giving priority to tackling genocide (through war) rather than tackling other poverty-related deaths.[28](#Fn28){ref-type="fn"} This is because, even if tackling intentional harm is more important than tackling unintentional harm, it is not *so* much more important that it justifies saving far fewer lives. For Singer, "if, given our available resources, we could save the lives of many more victims of poverty than we could save, if instead we attempted to save the lives of victims of genocide, we should save the victims of poverty".[29](#Fn29){ref-type="fn"} In his (again) brief account of the issue, Jeff McMahan agrees that intentional violations are not far worse.[30](#Fn30){ref-type="fn"} McMahan goes on to argue that, rather than overlooking opportunity costs in Just War Theory, there should be, in fact, a new opportunity costs principle of Just War Theory.

Although these accounts are helpful in showing why opportunity costs should be taken seriously by Just War Theory, they do not fully consider whether the opportunity costs of war are so serious that they undercut the possibility of just war and lead to Opportunity Costs Pacifism. (Indeed, as I consider further below, Oberman argues that opportunity costs do *not* take us to pacifism.) One reason why this appears to be the case concerns the ways that opportunity costs are conceived in relation to Just War Theory in these accounts. That is, they appear to underplay the significance of the measures used in response to tackle other threats.

To explicate, we need to distinguish between two types of consideration, which I mentioned briefly above. The first are *threat-specific considerations*. These concern the morally relevant features of the threat. Although space precludes providing a detailed account of these, they concern features that are widely thought as relevant in related fields, such as in how to prioritise limited resources in healthcare.[31](#Fn31){ref-type="fn"} Leading threat-specific considerations include the size of the threat in terms of the number of individuals affected, the magnitude of the threat to the individuals (e.g. if it concerns their right to life or relatively minor rights), the probability of the threat materialising, and the culpability of those threatened.

The second are *measure-specific considerations.* These concern the morally relevant features of the measures that will be used to address the threat, such as whether a measure will be non-coercive. Again, space precludes a detailed account here of these considerations, but they concern features that are widely seen as relevant in the assessment of measures used to address threats, such as of war and its alternatives. Leading measure-specific considerations include the efficacy of the measure at addressing the situation at hand, the broader consequences of the measure, whether the measure receives the consent of the intended beneficiary, how the measure will distribute costs, whether the measure *does* harm, and if so whether the measure's harm will be mediated by another's intervening agency.[32](#Fn32){ref-type="fn"}

Accounts of opportunity costs in the above accounts focus largely on the threat-specific considerations. They do not sufficiently appreciate the measure-specific ones. Both are central. To see this, consider the following scenario.

"*Ground Operation*: France could reduce the threat posed by a terrorist group to itself by initiating an extensive ground operation in Burkina Faso. Such an operation would use significant political and economic resources and be likely to harm several innocent civilians. It could, however, use these political and economic resources instead to offer a large financial inducement to the parties involved in mass atrocities in South Sudan. This would incentivise them to stop their killing and lead to a negotiated settlement. Given budgetary and political constraints, it is possible for France to undertake only one measure."

In this example, it is not enough to look to the threat-specific considerations to decide which course of action France should adopt. The threat-specific considerations concern whether a terrorist threat to France from inside Burkina Faso or mass atrocities in South Sudan should be the priority. In addition, France needs to look to the measure-specific considerations. These concern the measures that would be used to address the threats in Burkina Faso and South Sudan. These might appear to point in favour of tackling the situation in South Sudan, given that the inducements would be less harmful, more effective, and less costly than military action.

As such, the measures used -- the alternatives to war -- are central to assessing opportunity costs. The case for focusing, for instance, on communicable and non-communicable disease is significantly strengthened by the means that will be used to address these threats. As noted above, health interventions are typically far less coercive and more effective than military actions.[33](#Fn33){ref-type="fn"} This is in addition to the far greater seriousness of the threat posed by communicable and non-communicable disease.

The centrality of the alternatives to war to the assessment of opportunity costs has not hitherto been fully appreciated in the handful of discussions of opportunity costs in Just War Theory. Part of the reason it seems is that it is, on the face of it, unclear how opportunity costs should fit within Just War Theory. They appear to be most clearly associated with the principles of proportionality and necessity, which concern the costs of war and alternative courses of action.[34](#Fn34){ref-type="fn"} Suppose that one sees them as a matter of proportionality. Opportunity costs could render war as disproportionate because war uses resources that should be spent elsewhere. However, proportionality is widely understood as the case for performing an action *compared to inaction* -- i.e. compared to not waging war against the terrorist group in Burkina Faso -- rather than how the action *compares to performing other actions --*i.e. to offering incentives to those involved in mass atrocities in South Sudan.[35](#Fn35){ref-type="fn"} It is unclear how opportunity costs can then be included into proportionality.

Suppose instead that one sees opportunity costs as a matter of necessity. Necessity, as understood in recent accounts of Just War, compares the case for performing an action to other actions that could be used to redress the threat at hand. Necessity is sometimes used as a synonym for last resort, which also requires a comparison of war to other measures. On Seth Lazar's leading account of necessity, "\[w\]here an option *O* aims to avert a threat *T*, we determine *O*'s necessity by comparing it with all the other options that will either mitigate or avert *T*".[36](#Fn36){ref-type="fn"} However, the problem is that necessity, as understood here, concerns the measures that will address *a specific threat*, '*T*', such as mass atrocities. It does not compare measures that will be used to address *other threats*. This is exactly what is called for with opportunity costs. For instance, *Ground Operation* concerns the tackling of different situations -- either reducing the terrorist threat facing France or helping to address mass atrocities in South Sudan. The decision facing France is not choosing the best means of addressing *one specific threat*, but rather choosing the best response to *multiple threats* to different sets of individuals -- those under terrorist threat in France compared to those facing mass atrocities in South Sudan. This choice cannot therefore be easily captured by the principle of necessity, at least as it is commonly understood.

Given the problems of relying on necessity or proportionality, we could instead look to a new principle of opportunity costs, as McMahan proposes.[37](#Fn37){ref-type="fn"} This would concern which threat should be addressed. In *Ground Operation*, it would consider which situation is the most pressing to tackle: the threat from the terrorist group in Burkina Faso or mass atrocities in South Sudan? This might appear to be the most straightforward option, especially when used prior to the assessment of necessity.[38](#Fn38){ref-type="fn"} Here is how one might conceive the decision-making. First, it is necessary to determine which is the most serious situation. Suppose that in *Ground Operation* this is the threat posed by the terrorist group in Burkina Faso. Second, it is necessary to determine the best measure to tackle the terrorist group, such as whether there should be economic sanctions, drone strikes, or a ground invasion. Let's suppose that the best measure is indeed a ground operation in Burkina Faso, which is most likely to be successful and will ultimately cause the least amount of harm to innocent individuals.

The problem, though, is that such sequential decision-making makes a crucial error. It misses comparing measures across multiple threats. The case for tackling the threat cannot be so clearly separated from the measures used to tackle it. In *Ground Operation*, the collateral damage to innocents should be factored into the decision about which threat to pursue. It may be that, once we include this, it is preferable to tackle mass atrocities in South Sudan rather than to engage in a ground operation in Burkina Faso, given that the positive incentives would be non-coercive. Analogously, when we are considering where to go on holiday, we do not simply consider where we want to go and then decide the best way of getting there. We consider the difficulty of getting there alongside where we go. If we are travelling with young children, this may mean that, if based in Europe, we choose to go to the Algarve, given the short flying time, rather than the more idyllic Maldives. Thus, it is vital to consider the case for various measures to tackle different threats. This cannot be captured straightforwardly by adding an opportunity costs principle that is prior to necessity and proportionality. We can grasp cases such as *Ground Operation* only when we assess, *concurrently*, both forms of consideration -- threat-specific considerations and measure-specific considerations. We need to know which threat should be addressed *alongside* which measures should be used in response to which threat.

How then should we understand opportunity costs in relation to Just War Theory? I suggest that we use the notion of 'holistic necessity'. Holistic necessity requires the (concurrent) comparison of war both to other measures to address the threat in question *and to other measures to address other threats*. Holistic necessity therefore differs from necessity, as it is commonly understood in recent Just War Theory and the morality of self-defence, which we can call 'discrete necessity'. Discrete necessity compares the measure in question only to other measures in response to *a single threat*, such as war to address aggression to economic sanctions to address aggression.[39](#Fn39){ref-type="fn"} This is akin to the principle of necessity *ad bellum* or, on some formulations, last resort. Accordingly, holistic necessity includes both the (1) threat-specific considerations and (2) measure-specific considerations, whereas discrete necessity considers only (2) measure-specific considerations.[40](#Fn40){ref-type="fn"}

To summarise: the (largely brief) prevailing accounts of opportunity costs often focus on the threat-specific considerations. These do provide some reason to take opportunity costs seriously. However, they largely overlook the measure-specific considerations related to the tackling of other threats. This seems to make it even harder for war to be permissible. This is because not only is there a lot more going for the alternatives to war to address the threat in question, there is also a lot more going for other measures to address *other threats*. This is what the notion of holistic necessity captures.

This brings us to the crux: in addition to the four reasons in favour of pacifism noted in the previous section, there is a fifth. That is, there are (1) instrumental and (2) deontological criticisms of war, (3) positive reasons in favour of the *other measures* to address the threat at hand (which is the typical focus of necessity or last resort), and (4) reasons to address *other* threats. In addition, there are (5) positive reasons in favour of the *other measures* to address *other threats*. This helps to explain further why the Opportunity Costs Objection might appear to take us to Opportunity Costs Pacifism.

Responses {#Sec6}
=========

Let's now consider replies to Opportunity Costs Pacifism. I will start with three replies that are largely unsuccessful, before considering a more plausible response in the next section.

Response 1: Deterrence {#Sec7}
----------------------

The first response is that Opportunity Costs Pacifism is mistaken because there needs to be a large military presence in order to deter aggressors from launching an attack (when Opportunity Costs Pacifism is not internalised by all states). If there are no armies, or only weak ones, those who are currently in possession of weapons (or those who can obtain weapons), would be able to launch aggressive wars successfully when they choose. Moreover, the objection continues, without a robust, military response to aggression, aggression will appear to be condoned or tolerated, and this will encourage other states to engage in aggression in the future. Thus, Opportunity Costs Pacifism leaves one vulnerable to aggressors.[41](#Fn41){ref-type="fn"}

In reply, there are other robust responses to aggression that deter and that do not involve engaging in military force. These include economic sanctions, criminal prosecutions, and diplomatic sanctions, such as naming and shaming and expulsion from international bodies. Such measures can impose significant costs on aggressors and make it clear that aggression is not tolerated or condoned. In addition, even without engaging in military force against aggressors, there can still be the *threat* of military force. It is important here to separate the issues of (1) the permissibility of *waging war* and (2) the justifiability of *military spending*. The Opportunity Costs Objection, and Opportunity Costs Pacifism in turn, are focused on the former. In regard to the latter, some military spending might still be justified on Opportunity Costs Pacifism, in order to provide a threat to deter internal and external aggressors.[42](#Fn42){ref-type="fn"} It is worth noting that, to sustain this threat, there need not necessarily be large standing armies. States might, for instance, have small, well-trained armies, with collective security arrangements with other states, or possess weapons of mass destruction. Thus, Opportunity Costs Pacifism does not necessarily require disarmament; it focuses on the resources used for (2) *wars*, rather than for (1) *maintaining the military more generally*, which may still be required. Notwithstanding, it seems likely that states spend far beyond that which is necessary to deter aggressors.[43](#Fn43){ref-type="fn"}

Response 2: Duties to Citizens {#Sec8}
------------------------------

The second response to Opportunity Costs Pacifism holds that states are permitted -- and indeed obliged -- to wage wars even when they are suboptimal. This is (1) because of states' fiduciary duties to promote their citizens' interests and (2) because citizens are free to support suboptimal wars and states are duty-bound to represent their citizens' opinions.

First, let's consider the claim that states have very weighty fiduciary duties to promote their citizens' interests. It follows, on this view, that wars of self-defence can be permissible (and indeed required), even if there are sizeable opportunity costs for noncitizens, given that the duty of the state is first and foremost to look after its own citizens. How plausible one finds this claim will depend, in part, on one's views on the broader debate between cosmopolitans and statists about the strength of duties to fellow nationals vis-à-vis cosmopolitan duties.[44](#Fn44){ref-type="fn"} Although I cannot defend it at length here, my view is that there are weighty positive duties to noncitizens. On this view, this response to Opportunity Costs Pacifism fails since states are not permitted (or required) to give significant priority to their citizens by waging significantly suboptimal wars of self-defence. But let's suppose that I am mistaken and that states' positive obligations to those beyond their borders are minimal. I want to now argue that, *even then*, Opportunity Costs Pacifism seems plausible. This is for three reasons.

First, wars raise *domestic* opportunity costs, in addition to the international opportunity costs that I have focused on thus far. Many of the resources that states use to fight wars could be otherwise spent domestically. They could help to tackle domestic poverty and preventable deaths.[45](#Fn45){ref-type="fn"} For instance, the several trillion dollars spent on the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan could have been spent on providing adequate healthcare coverage in the U.S., which could have saved thousands of lives -- and seemingly saved far more U.S. citizens than were at risk from the threats posed by Saddam Hussein's Iraq and the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. For instance, a leading study finds that as many as 44,000 people die in the U.S. per year due to a lack of health insurance, which is far more than were perceived to be at serious risk on an even expansive notion of the threat posed by Iraq and the Taliban.[46](#Fn46){ref-type="fn"} Accordingly, even if there are very weighty fiduciary obligations, war appears likely to be highly suboptimal given potential domestic opportunity costs.

Second, as noted above, the Opportunity Costs Objection concerns not only positive duties to assist, but also negative duties not to harm, and war will almost always transgress negative duties not to harm. Most notably, it will typically *do* significant harm to (innocent) non-citizens. Although the positive duties of the state to citizens might outweigh *positive* duties to assist noncitizens, *negative* duties not to harm are widely viewed as very weighty, regardless of the nationality of the right-holder. At the individual level, strong positive associative duties do not seem to provide licence to significantly transgress negative duties. For instance, it seems that a father could not permissibly kill two other innocent children in order to protect his own child, despite the very weighty positive obligations of fatherhood.[47](#Fn47){ref-type="fn"} In a similar vein, it seems that a state could not permissibly harm several innocent civilians in another state in order to promote the basic interests of a few of its citizens. To see this, suppose that launching a bombing campaign against a terrorist threat abroad would decrease the risks to a few citizens, but would be likely to harm numerous civilians collaterally in the target state. It would seem problematic to launch the campaign, given its harming of noncitizens. Indeed, the leading accounts of proportionality by Adil Haque and Jeff McMahan reject the notion that national partiality justifies the deaths of a much greater number of foreign civilians.[48](#Fn48){ref-type="fn"} Part of the reason given by Haque and McMahan is that national partiality does not outweigh *doing* harm to foreign civilians by means of war, when there is the option of doing nothing.[49](#Fn49){ref-type="fn"} A similar logic applies to opportunity costs: fiduciary duties do not outweigh the wrongness of *doing* harm to more noncitizens by means of war, when there is the option of measures that would do less harm in tackling other threats.

Third, wars will also typically transgress negative duties not to harm the state's *own citizens*; in short, wars *do* harm to citizens. Most clearly, wars may sometimes involve conscription. But even if based on an all-volunteer force, wars will often involve soldiers bearing significant harms, who have been misled into joining the armed forces by recruiters.[50](#Fn50){ref-type="fn"} Wars will also often harm the family and friends of those sent to war when those sent to war are injured or psychologically traumatised by war, as well as damage significantly the basic infrastructure of the state.

To overcome these three points, the benefits to citizens would have to be large enough to overcome the domestic opportunity costs and outweigh the wrongness of *doing* harm to both noncitizens and citizens. A war would, for instance, need to prevent the violation of basic rights of a much greater number of citizens than the number of noncitizens and citizens that it harms, and be the optimal way to promote citizens' rights. Even if certain wars in the past *might* have met this threshold, it seems highly unlikely that currently, or in the near future, a war would do so. This is, in part, because it is doubtful whether states will face a significant enough threat from aggressors beyond their borders, which could require a major war of self-defence. Important here is that there has been a substantial decline in interstate aggression over the past 50 years.[51](#Fn51){ref-type="fn"} There are unlikely to be state aggressors waging large-scale offensives. As a result, it does not appear to be likely that states will face a sizable, existential threat to wage a war of self-defence.

Let's now turn to the second response. Can the wishes of citizens mean that states can permissibly wage suboptimal wars of self-defence? To start with, it is worth noting that citizens often oppose war, particularly in the wake of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.[52](#Fn52){ref-type="fn"} This calls into question whether the demos is in fact likely to support foreign wars (to be sure, citizens are also often sceptical about using the resources elsewhere, such as for humanitarian assistance, preferring spending on domestic causes).[53](#Fn53){ref-type="fn"}

More fundamentally, it seems doubtful that support from the demos *for* war should be viewed as a weighty factor when considering whether to go to war. To be sure, if the demos *opposes* war, this is a notable (if not necessarily insurmountable) constraint on waging war. This is because citizens will often have to bear the burdens of the war, such as increased taxation and casualties amongst friends and family in the armed forces.[54](#Fn54){ref-type="fn"} However, when the demos is in *favour* of war, this does not seem to be an important consideration. That is to say, citizen support is best seen as a *negative* constraint against launching a war rather than a *positive* reason in favour of launching a war. This is because wars, again, tend to *do* harm. The positive reasons in favour of respecting democratic wishes of the population do not seem to outweigh the stringent negative duties not to harm citizens and noncitizens. Indeed, at the domestic level, it seems uncontroversial that majority support from the demos does not permit a state to engage in rights violations of a minority. Similarly, at the international level, majority support for war does not seem to be sufficient to permit the state to engage in the transgression of the rights of those beyond the borders of the state (as well as of some of those within it).

It is worth considering one further point here. It might be thought that states are permitted to fight suboptimal wars if they so choose. The reasoning draws on the domestic analogy: just as individuals should be free to choose which good ends to pursue as long as they make a reasonable effort to tackle injustice, so should states be free to choose which good ends to pursue, as long as they make a reasonable effort to tackle injustice. We can now see why this analogy is mistaken. It is not simply because, as effective altruists argue, the first premise is wrong: individuals are not, in fact, free to choose which good ends they pursue -- they should pursue optimal policies (when they can do so at no additional cost).[55](#Fn55){ref-type="fn"} It is also because, even if one denies effective altruism, it still seems clear that states are not free to choose which ends they pursue and how they do so. Most obviously, leaders of states cannot act on a whim. They are, at the very least, significantly constrained by their responsibilities to their citizens; they have responsibilities to consider the costs of a policy for citizens and to respect the wishes of the demos to an extent.[56](#Fn56){ref-type="fn"} Even if the costs to citizens are very low, or if a measure is supported by the demos, states are also constrained by their responsibilities not to harm noncitizens (as well as the positive duties towards noncitizens). These constraints mean that the leaders of state are not free to choose, on a whim, to wage a suboptimal war.[57](#Fn57){ref-type="fn"}

Response 3: Specific Aims of War {#Sec9}
--------------------------------

A third response to Opportunity Costs Pacifism concerns the aims of war. First, it might be thought that there are some values that *only war* can defend. These might be thought to include, for instance, deterring aggression, securing territory, or upholding political independence, and, in general, civil and political rights. One obvious problem with this response is that these values can sometimes be protected by other measures, such as economic sanctions, nonviolent action, or diplomatic action. Another version of the response holds that war *better defends* these values, whereas the other options are more suited to defend other values -- especially socio-economic rights -- such as tackling unnecessary deaths from global poverty. But this seems empirically dubious. Other measures can often be far more effective at defending these values, such as civil and political rights, than war is. Perhaps most clearly, war is a notoriously problematic measure to install democracy, which may be far better secured by supporting local movements non-violently.[58](#Fn58){ref-type="fn"} In addition, even when war will protect civil and political rights, it seems likely that the other options are typically likely to benefit (1) many more individuals (2) in greater ways in terms of socio-economic rights. That is, the number of individuals affected and the magnitude of the benefit to them are likely to be far higher. For instance, the aggregate benefits that accrue to individuals from tackling global poverty, such as access to healthcare, education, shelter, food, and medicine, would be likely to be greater than for war, in terms of the number of individuals benefitted and the size of benefit for each. War might, perhaps, provide aggregate benefits that accrue from protecting political independence or securing territory, but these seem likely to benefit fewer individuals (such as when defending the territory of a particular region) or be comparatively less significant (such as when upholding political independence).[59](#Fn59){ref-type="fn"}

It might be replied here that Opportunity Costs Pacifism, as I have framed it, is premised upon a highly individualistic account of value. It is focused on the opportunity costs for individuals, for instance, of tackling communicable and noncommunicable diseases. In doing so, it overlooks *collective* values, such as self-determination. War might be thought justified in protecting such collective values. However, the most plausible accounts of collective values ultimately hold that such values are reducible to their value to individuals.[60](#Fn60){ref-type="fn"} When this is the case, it seems clear that they can be outweighed by the greater value to individuals derived from tackling other threats. For instance, the individual value in self-determination is likely to be outweighed by the individual value in being free from unnecessary disease. Even if one does not accept this, there is, again, a more straightforward response. Many of the collective values defended by war are under greater threat from disease and other forms of violence, such as domestic violence against women. For instance, the huge burden of disease can make it extremely difficult for a community to be collectively self-determining, at least in a meaningful sense. It will not enjoy the freedom from want necessary for the community to be able to self-determine.

There is also a different argument about the ends of war. This comes from Oberman, who argues that the opportunity costs of war and poverty "take us a step towards pacifism, making war much harder to justify. They do not, however, take us all the way".[61](#Fn61){ref-type="fn"} This is because Oberman sees necessity/last resort as comparing effects limited by the potential 'just ends of war'. When the opportunity costs concern what could be the just ends of war, such as tackling a humanitarian disaster, then war can be unnecessary. However, for Oberman, war can still be necessary when it is the best option to achieve the 'just ends of war', such as defence against an invasion, and the opportunity costs do not concern the just ends of war, perhaps such as health or education.[62](#Fn62){ref-type="fn"}

However, it is unclear why exactly for Oberman opportunity costs do not take us to pacifism -- or, at least, tip the balance in favour of pacifism when combined with the other reasons in favour of it.[63](#Fn63){ref-type="fn"} First, it seems to confuse matters to refer to the 'just ends of war' in this context. As argued above, we need a broader account of necessity -- holistic necessity -- that is not limited to considering whether the measure should be launched to tackle the *threat in question*; it should also include considering whether *other* threats should be tackled. Crucially, these other threats should not be limited to only the 'just ends of war'. Rather, they should include threats that are not widely thought to be a just end of war, such as health and education. To see this, suppose that a state faces the choice whether to (1) launch a war to tackle a terrorist threat or (2) to use these resources to improve education in less developed countries, which will have the effect of educating thousands of underprivileged children. It still seems that the state should take seriously the fact that war would use resources that would preclude education. The comparison made should therefore not be limited to the 'just ends of war'.

Suppose, though, that one still wants to hold that the just ends of war provide a limit on the threats that can be tackled, as Oberman suggests. If we do so, it seems plausible that there should be a very expansive list of ends. In principle, a war could pursue many goals, from tackling poverty to saving the lives of non-human species.[64](#Fn64){ref-type="fn"} What's more, if we adopt a broad account of the just ends of war, there are also many just ends that can be pursued by other measures. For instance, tackling poverty might be a just end of war. If so, it is permissible to compare war to measures that tackle poverty, even if the war in question has a different aim. Indeed, Oberman adopts a very broad account of the just ends of war, including self-defence, the prevention of mass atrocities, achieving basic well-being, and potentially law enforcement and punishment. If so many other ends can be justifiably pursued, it seems likely that war will often be unnecessary, and so the objection to Opportunity Costs Pacifism falters.[65](#Fn65){ref-type="fn"}

War permissible nonideally {#Sec10}
==========================

Having considered three responses to Opportunity Costs Pacifism that are unpersuasive, I will now present a fourth. This does show that it is sometimes permissible for states to go to war. However, it still accepts that opportunity costs take us to pacifism. How can this be coherent?

Unfortunately, we can expect parliaments and populations often *not* to be motivated by tackling many of the threats facing those beyond their borders. They will often ignore opportunity costs that arise when considering war. They will focus on tackling vivid, spectacular threats, such as those posed by terrorism, with little regard for the cost. Militarised responses are deeply ingrained, as has been all too clear with the Global War on Terror. As such, populations and parliaments may not support action, for instance, to tackle infectious disease over military action to tackle terrorist threats or even mass atrocities. It seems highly unlikely, for example, that the U.S. public and Congress more generally would have supported anything even close to the \$5.9 trillion spent on the Global War on Terror and wars in Iraq and Afghanistan being used instead to eradicate global poverty and preventable disease in other states.

Governments and leaders may sometimes find these to be serious, robust constraints. They will lack the domestic support necessary to prioritise threats in the most ethical way and attempts may be blocked. The only option that will not be blocked will be a military response. What this means is that the real choice facing governments will sometimes not be between, for instance, tackling mass atrocities or infectious disease, but rather between tackling mass atrocities through war and doing nothing. Another way of putting this is that questions of opportunity costs sometimes do not arise because they are not within the feasible option set of decision-makers.[66](#Fn66){ref-type="fn"}

This leaves the door open for war to be permissible non-ideally. The decision to go to war might still be permissible, given the good that it will bring about, compared to the other feasible option (of doing nothing). For instance, in the case of Libya, it seems highly likely that the U.S. and U.K. publics and legislatures would have not supported the resources used to intervene being used instead to increase significantly the aid budget. The choice, it seems, was to act or not, and, as such, the decision to intervene might still have been permissible. In this sense, holistic necessity is not, in fact, a necessary condition of *jus ad bellum*. Wars can be permissible even though suboptimal.

In a somewhat similar vein, Tadros argues that "\[i\]t is often easier to motivate people and states to support and engage in humanitarian wars to prevent genocide, or other seriously wrongful acts, than it is to motivate people to provide resources for other kinds of humanitarian aid".[67](#Fn67){ref-type="fn"} Thus, he argues, we should not deter or condemn humanitarian intervention, "even though it is wrong to engage in" it since doing so will not get states to do what they should by spending resources on other humanitarian projects.

My point goes further: sometimes governments *do not act wrongly* in such cases since there is not the feasible option of using the resources otherwise. The reason to condemn them is not for instrumental reasons. Rather, it is because they simply have not done anything that merits condemnation. They have acted rightly in the circumstances. This is consistent with holding that the public and others who maintain the constraints on decision-makers should be condemned.

Broader implications {#Sec11}
====================

This has major implications for Just War Theory and for pacifism. A *highly* non-ideal morality of war is the only place where there can really be the domain of Just War Theory. It is only at this extremely non-ideal level that we can talk of morally permissible wars in practice. At this level, there will be non-compliance not simply by the aggressors that provide the just cause, but also severe non-compliance by many of those in the responding state, which places severe restrictions on policymakers in this state. Above this level, Opportunity Costs Pacifism seems plausible, given the opportunity costs involved with war.[68](#Fn68){ref-type="fn"}

To elaborate, non-ideal theory (in the Rawlsian sense) concerns circumstances where there is non-compliance with the ideal moral principles and the existence of favourable circumstances in order to realise the ideal (such as historical, economic, and social conditions). Accounts of Just War Theory are all forms of non-ideal theory given that they take into account non-compliance with the ideal moral principles by aggressors, but vary in how much they reflect non-compliance and unfavourable circumstances, with different degrees of 'ideality'. Roughly, traditionalists often offer more non-ideal accounts; revisionists often offer more idealised accounts.[69](#Fn69){ref-type="fn"} My point here is that the potential for wars to be permissible will concern only cases where there are *hugely* unfavourable circumstances. This is where decision-makers cannot tackle threats in a more peaceful manner given domestic constraints. There is non-compliance by those upholding the constraints, such as by parliamentarians and the public (i.e. non-compliance with the requirement to tackle the most serious threats in the most peaceful manner). Just War Theory is plausible only when the decision-makers' option set is circumscribed in this way. This is far more non-ideal than prevailing accounts of Just War Theory, both revisionist and traditionalist. Even the more practical and non-ideal focused accounts do not reflect this sort of non-compliance and unfavourable circumstance.

This is also important for pacifism -- and not simply for Opportunity Costs Pacifism. The worry that leaders will not be able to choose the best response also applies to the choice of means to tackle a particular threat, that is, discrete necessity, which, as noted above, is more commonly understood as last resort or necessity *ad bellum*. Sometimes certain measures, such as offering positive incentives, might be far more likely to be justified than military action, but face significant domestic constraints, such as being unpopular domestically.[70](#Fn70){ref-type="fn"} Other measures, such as EU or UN economic sanctions or an arms embargo, might fail to receive the international backing necessary to be launched. As such, in addition to the fourth and fifth reasons in favour of pacifism noted above, the third reason -- that there are alternatives that can better tackle the threat in question -- also fails to apply in hugely unfavourable circumstances. The choice, in effect, is between doing nothing and launching military action in response to the threat in question. The plausibility of pacifism in large part depends on other threats or other measures being adopted. If they are unlikely to be so, war can still be permissible sometimes. Pacifism is far less appealing when the likely alternative is passivism.

Conclusion {#Sec12}
==========

To conclude, I have argued that the opportunity costs of war appear to lead to pacifism, specifically, Opportunity Costs Pacifism. At the ideal level, Opportunity Costs Pacifism seems plausible. Wars are unlikely to be permissible, once the Opportunity Costs Objection is added to the other arguments against war. Notwithstanding, wars can still be permissible in highly nonideal circumstances, when the choices facing decision-makers are significantly constrained. The upshot is that it is only at the highly nonideal level that war can be justified and we can speak of just wars according to Just War Theory.
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